Fiscal Year 2021
Annual Report

OUR MISSION

College Housing Northwest is a non-profit

organization that enhances student success

by creating supportive housing communities,
providing programs and services, and

reducing the financial burden for students.
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MESSAGE FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The 2021 fiscal year started off in July 2020 with CHNW

school representatives, social services organizations, and

in the daily throes of managing a housing organization

Oregon legislators.

during the COVID-19 pandemic. Occupancy was low,
we were reinventing marketing strategies on the fly, and
keeping up to date on and managing safety protocols
was a daily effort. It was a very challenging time. Yet,
CHNW managers and staff maintained a high-level of
engagement assuring that whatever needed to be done to
keep our housing habitable, our residents well-supported,
and the mission intact, staff was committed to doing.
We had passed the days when we believed – hoped –
that the pandemic would come and go. It had come and
stayed. In late April a first wave had peaked, and the
numbers tapered slightly over the next month; then cases
had tripled by late July. It was hard to imagine at the time
that these numbers would be dwarfed by the numbers in
the winter months.

Also going into the new year, CHNW was working with
a local developer to purchase an apartment building
located on the Max line in the Brooklyn neighborhood
just a few stops from the PSU campus. The pandemic
played havoc with the project. The project encountered
numerous delays making CHNW’s purchase a more
challenging option. Finally, in late November, CHNW
withdrew its offer.
While the day to day operations continued supporting
students at our properties amidst the seemingly neverending plague of COVID, the Expansion Team continued

forgotten how exhausting it was.

decision was made to sell the Clay-Tiffany property and

with many stakeholders to bring the issue of student

so expansion efforts and work with community colleges

housing insecurity to the forefront and is leading the way

was enhanced by the pandemic. Schools became more

in providing concrete and sustainable means of providing

highly focused on the already-existing problem of student

much-needed housing.

housing insecurity. While the problem is truly terrible in
its scope and damage, the bringing together of so many
stakeholders to focus on improvement is remarkable, and
really is a huge boost in CHNW expansion efforts.

David Garnand, Executive Director

Strangely, as we continue to try to emerge from the
pandemic, CHNW is stronger than it has been in my tenure
of over 10 years. Operations are strong, the buildings are

seek acquisitions nearer to community colleges.

made CHNW better. Our marketing efforts combined

At the same time, Oregon State University approached

with our financial analysis of marketing and leasing was

CHNW seeking to buy CHNW out of its long-term lease

completely transformed during the year, the year of the

of The Gem. The target date for the transition was fiscal

pandemic.

year-end, but the complexity of the deal pushed the
actual hand-off date until after the end of the fiscal year.
As of this writing, the details are being closed and CHNW
is completely out of Corvallis.

which there are extremely high numbers. A quirk of the

While the falling through of the Brooklyn neighborhood

pandemic allowed us to kickstart that program and

project was disappointing, it was really a product of

the Affordable Rents for College Students (ARCS) pilot

circumstances brought on by COVID. Undeterred, the

picked up steam eventually leading to a multi-school

team developed a plan to reinvest the Clay-Tiffany and

collaboration and federal ARPA dollars promised for the

OSU-Gem proceeds into more housing with a focus on

upcoming biennium. In November CHNW helped host a

staying in the Portland Metro Area and, ideally, securing

Student Homelessness and Housing Insecurity Summit

affiliation agreements with each of the area’s community

attended via Zoom by over 120 student advocates,

colleges. This focus was largely promoted by the work
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the Brooklyn project’s demise was largely due to COVID,

construction prices had just driven the numbers too high
within our affordability window. By March the difficult

house homeless and housing insecure students, of

and, outside of the day-to-day, CHNW is collaborating

restart the development of the 1110 Clay property, but

grueling month after grueling month. I think we’ve already

working with local schools to develop a program to

in those efforts. COVID gives and COVID takes away. As

can offer students. A number of attempts were made to

for CHNW to be able to provide a newly developed facility

Just as the pandemic was emerging, we had been

full, students continue to value what CHNW is offering,

to seek ways to increase the number of units CHNW

And still CHNW team members carried on, day after day,

And something else happened that feels like magic: we

being done with ARCS and the collaborations involved

Our wonderful resident ambassadors and staff.

O U R I M PA C T
CHNW’s mission focuses its energy on two critical issues facing college students: The first is the
need to reduce the expenses related to attending
college. Basic needs are now typically a larger
portion of the cost of attendance than tuition
which itself continues to skyrocket.
CHNW is structured and operates with a focus
on keeping housing costs lower than they would
otherwise be, typically 15-25% below market
rents near colleges.
The second critical issue facing college students
is the quality and accessibility of their housing.
CHNW makes it easy for students to get into
housing, provides them with clean, well-maintained apartments, a sense of security, and a
supportive environment with all CHNW staff considering it their job to focus on students’ well-being.
Together, these two primary elements of CHNW’s
mission have a huge impact on students; lowering their overall college expenses and providing
a housing environment that is conducive to academic success.
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OUR LOCATIONS

CHNW is planning to expand to support more community
college students in the Portland Metro Area.

PORTLAND

64 UNITS

University District
In June, CHNW sold our University
District Apartments, The Clay & Tiffany
Apartments.

360 UNITS

Goose Hollow

C O R VA L L I S

OREGON

232 UNITS

The Gem
CHNW sold our Corvallis property, The
GEM. Staff continued working here
through August 2021.
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141 UNITS

The Amy

8

Jorda Harlow

food in my stomach. I felt stuck. Campus housing costs

TJ Tugas III

Goose Hollow community. From day one, everyone was

PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY

were going to be impossible. Most apartments I looked at

PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY

nothing but amazing. Resident Ambassadors were a

MAJOR(S) - MARKETING

were over $1,200. When a friend recommended CHNW,

MASTERS IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP & POLICY

positive welcoming group, and when I walked through the

MINOR(S) - COMMUNITY & SOCIOLOGY

saying that CHNW made higher education possible, I was

RESIDENT

halls, everyone was kind, open, and thoughtful. During

RESIDENT AMBASSADOR

skeptical—until I logged onto their website to see that
CHNW not only offered housing 15% below market, they

College Housing Northwest is changing lives. I say that
in the present tense because I would not be attending
Portland State University and about to be the first person
in my family to graduate with a Bachelor’s of Science if
it weren’t for this organization. I moved to Portland amid
the pandemic. With so many variables, I was scared of
the next step. Although I had budgeted for school, rent,
groceries, and car insurance, the only item I could actually
“budge” was the grocery cost. At that point, to attend

also had job opportunities, were close to campus, with a
grocery store nearby, and if groceries were not affordable,
a community food pantry was accessible to all residents.
I am an over-prepared, over-thinker who has never rented
or lived on her own before. The leasing agents were
helpful and educational. Eventually, I would apply to be
a Resident Ambassador, go through the application and
interview process, and be hired. This position gave me
the opportunity to work on job skills, to network, and

school, I was choosing to have a roof over my head or

to give back to my community. I am proud to work with
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its values, and understands the social issues we are all

an organization that puts students first, holds true to
currently living through.

my move-in process, people offered to hold the doors
I wish I could say that when I decided to pursue my
Graduate Degree at Portland State University it came
with instructions pointing me to student housing at Goose
Hollow. That actually wasn’t the case. My journey started
with trying to quickly find a place that was affordable
because I was fleeing an abusive situation. As a POC
& LGBTQIA+, I would have normally researched the
housing area and residents to see how comfortable I’d be
standing next to my partner. It wasn’t until a few weeks
after I moved in that I could take a step back and realize
how incredibly lucky and grateful I was to be part of the

open and were genuinely and respectfully curious about
the progression of my degree and life. Other residents
shared their pursuits for higher education or other careers,
interesting activities in Portland, and recommendations on
food! College Housing Northwest gave me a safe space to
heal and focus on learning. Small things like bingo night
or celebrating different holidays with door-decorating
contests made me smile throughout the year. Yes, Goose
Hollow is affordable, but even more important it was a
wonderful pit stop that allowed me to pursue my next
adventure in life with a healed heart.

12
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Trish Palacios

As a new employee of College Housing Northwest, I feel

Surya Creighton Kosby

how to drive! Commuting could be a nightmare! Finally,

NORTHERN MARIANAS COLLEGE

very fortunate and thankful to be given the opportunity to

PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY

however, I stumbled upon the College Housing Northwest

MAJOR(S) - BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

work with this amazing organization. There is not a second

MAJOR(S) - PSYCHOLOGY & CRIMINOLOGY

website. Housing for students! What a blessing! CHNW

ASSISTANT SITE MANAGER

in my workday when I don’t feel like I have the support or

RESIDENT AMBASSADOR

offered all-inclusive and affordable housing in close

resources to grow as an employee or as a person, which

proximity to my school and public transportation. Other

has been a lovely and eye-opening experience. Everyone

residents of The Amy are students who share the same

I’ve had the pleasure of meeting in the company has
been very positive, passionate, and proud to be a part
of the mission that CHNW chooses to live by every day.
I’ve also noticed since starting at CHNW that everyone’s
voice matters. Everyone has been so open to hearing
each other’s ideas and how we can all grow and improve
together—such a beautiful and rare thing that CHNW has
to offer.

After eight years of being abroad, I returned to Portland
in June 2020, during the pandemic. Six months after
living in Portland, my partner and I decided to look for an
apartment together. As new renters, this was terrifying. I
quickly learned that it wasn’t just about how nice the place
is, it’s also about where it is and who lives around you. Will
I be at home here? The second issue was our inexperience
in renting and our reliability to landlords, and third was the
location. I am a working college student, and I don’t know
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struggles and life goals as I have. Especially during the
isolating time of the COVID-19 pandemic, it was important
to be in a student environment. CHNW celebrates and
appreciates students in so many ways, whether it’s
with self-care packages, stress-relieving events, food,
community

gatherings,

tackling

financial

struggles,

resident council groups, racial equity groups, promoting
useful student resources, or just acknowledging that being
a student is hard. CHNW always aims to promote student
success.
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OUR COMMUNITY
From its origins, CHNW has sought to put residents
at the center of the organization’s efforts and attention.  CHNW believes that in order for a student
to succeed in their educational work, a number of
factors related to their living environment are crucial.
As a housing provider, it is critical that we create
clean and well-maintained physical spaces that
allow residents to feel safe and focus on their studies. Community engagement in the form of activities
and events, along with student governance opportunities allow residents to get to know one another

“

We could not recommend this property
enough for students. It’s in a great location
close to public transportation and walking
distance of PSU. The staff are friendly and
helpful. The leasing office made the renting process a breeze as we were first time
renters.
- Aimee V., February 2021

Coinciding with the emergence of the pandemic, CHNW,
working closely with Portland Community College and
Portland State University, developed a new program,
ARCS (Affordable Rents for College Students). This
program brought together the basic needs teams of the
colleges with the supportive housing of CHNW to identify and house
students who were attending college
while being either houseless or on
the verge of houselessness – often
living in their cars or couch-surfing.
This program evolved throughout
the last year to the extent that it received the promise of

ARPA funding via Oregon Legislature. This funding will
provide housing for what would otherwise be 20 houseless students for two years. CHNW provided initial fund-

ing housing 20 students through calendar year 2021.
Generous funding to support the ARCS Pilot was also
provided by Wells Fargo and other Portland-Area local
individuals.  
The ARCS program houses students
identified as houseless or housing
insecure by the partner colleges
and provides them with housing in
CHNW’s student housing apartments
with no deposit or fees required and
50% off of CHNW’s already 15-20%
below-market rents. Schools help
students with financial aid and guide them to other basic needs resources. The collaboration between CHNW
and the schools provides the students with the support
they need to complete their college educations.

and create supportive relationships with their peers.
Genuine and encouraging staff are internally driven
to ensure student residents feel valued.
Caring for students is the thread running through
each service provided by CHNW staff. This commitment is evident through the authentic support provided in our daily interactions spanning from maintenance response, package pick-up, and leasing
learning programs.
Along with regular resident surveys and one-to-one
conversations, CHNW is continuously seeking to understand what services and support residents value

“

I recently moved into Goose Hollow Tower and the entire experience went very
smoothly. I was able to virtually view the
apartment and sign all the paperwork from
across the country, and the leasing consultant was there to answer all my questions
along the way.
- Joseph F., February 2021

and where improvements are needed to better serve
residents. This ongoing feedback loop is an essential part of what keeps CHNW working so well for so
many college students.
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REDUCING FINANCIAL BURDEN
Our primary goal is to reduce the cost of
student housing, while striking a balance

STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK DIAGRAM

with the costs of the essential support
services we offer like transportation, rental
education and eviction prevention.

SUPPORTING RESIDENT
COMMUNITIES
We strive to maintain and continuously

Reduce
Financial
Burden

Supporting
Resident
Communities

improve a range of services and programs
that foster student success, while balancing

MissionFocused
Culture

these services with our commitment to
reducing the financial burden on students.

OUR FRAMEWORK

CULTIVATING A MISSION–
FOCUSED CULTURE
As an organization, we will create and maintain a diverse, thriving, and highly productive

CHNW completed the second year of its Strategic
Framework in FY 2021. The framework continues
to guide CHNW’s efforts to build upon its mission;
to continue efforts to reduce rents, to continue to
improve the living environment and community
that enhances students’ academic and personal
lives, to continue to assure that the people who
serve the mission in their work – CHNW employees – are engaged, well-trained, and, in every
part of their job, able to contribute to students’
positive experience, to actively reduce our carbon

work culture driven by our commitment to
supporting our diverse resident population.

ENGAGING IN ECOLOGICAL
SUSTAINABILITY
organization-wide engagement in ecological
sustainability practices. From small choices
like what to throw away or recycle, to big
decisions like who we partner with for
development, ecological sustainability is key.

EXPANDING OUR IMPACT

natural environment, and, finally, to endeavor to

Utilizing funding opportunities and lever-

ported housing for more students.

Broadening
Impact

We are working to achieve and maintain

footprint and contribute to being mindful of our
find ways to provide more affordable, well-sup-

Ecological
Sustainability

Financial
Sustainability

Asset
Preservation

aging our experience, we will continuously
pursue and encourage the development or
acquisition of more housing units that meet
the needs of college students.
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Statement of Activities

Leadership

Housing and Related Revenues

$ 8,866,000

Operating Expenses

$ 7,468,000

Change in Net Assets from Operations

$ 1,398,000

CHNW operates solely on income related
to rent collections with no outside funding
supporting the organization. The model relies

Gain on Sale of Asset

$ 2,209,000

Gain of Extinguishment of PPP Loan

$

438,000

Investment Income

$

484,000

Interest Expense

$ (2,194,000)

Other, Net

$

(13,000)

$

925,000

on rent income from college students while
trying to keep those rents as low as possible.

The lower rent focus is coupled with the
mission-focus to provide well-supported
communities, creating an environment

INCREASE IN NET ASSETS

$ 2,323,000

NET ASSETS, BEGINNING

$ 7,186,000

NET ASSETS, ENDING

$ 9,509,000

Assets

conducive to academic success. These

Cash and Tenant Deposits

$ 7,549,000

represent the primary and ever-present

Investments

$ 1,878,000

balancing act for CHNW as it seeks to

Other Current Assets

$

maintain financial sustainability.

BUILDINGS AND OTHER FIXED ASSETS

$ 40,875,000

BOND TRUST ACCOUNTS

$ 7,001,000

TOTAL ASSETS

$ 57,594,000

As the pandemic continues, so too does

Steven Davies, Director of Finance
Katie Moring, Director of Operations
Anna Browne, Director of Employee Services

OTHER INCOME (EXPENSE)

OUR FINANCIALS

David Garnand, Executive Director

292,000

CHNW is committed to enhancing the
well-being of the students it serves, and
by extension dedicates itself to creating an
environment in which CHNW employees
can thrive and are fully engaged in the
organization’s mission, ensuring the work they
perform leads to the positive experience of
CHNW residents.
As it guides the organization, ever mindful
of the day-to-day work involved in building
robust student-communities, CHNW
leadership is resolute in its support for its
team. From the board of directors to senior
management, CHNW recruits and develops
leaders committed to fulfilling its mission
in a deep and rich way as measured by the
satisfaction of its residents.

CHNW continue its cautionary financial
outlook in FY2022, focused on fostering and
maintaining high occupancy, preserving cash

Liabilities & Net Assets

Board of Directors

reserves by well-managed spending, and

Accounts Payable

$

keeping employee engagement and resident

Accrued Expenses

$ 1,407,000

satisfaction high.

Tenant Deposits and Prepayments

$

Current Portion of Bonds Payable

$ 1,694,000

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

$ 3,896,000

NONCURRENT PORTION OF BONDS PAYABLE

$ 44,189,000

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS

$ 9,509,000

TOTAL LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS

$ 57,594,000
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188,000

607,000

Jim Rader, President
Bill McCrae, Treasurer
Bob Magnuson, Secretary
Eva Park, Member at Large
Laura Rosales, Member at Large
Tenisha Tevis, Member at Large
Ben Michaud, Member at Large
Hollis Kinner, Tenant Director
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